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despite the rhetoric, and the cultural issues, and the political issues, 2015 was one of the most inspiring years this country has had. all of the above are of course true. but it was also the year of the unexpected. unexpected victories in places like kentucky and
alabama. strange victories in colorado and maine. and unexpected defeats in the united states house of representatives. there was also an unexpected election in russia, the closest national election in history. (i will discuss in part ii - the russian election and its
aftermath.) these things are bound to happen. but they happened in this chaotic, slightly bewildering year that was probably the most surprising election year in this country since the election of 1964, which saw the election of lyndon johnson. voting rights are a

fundamental freedom. in the united states, they are exercised through the universal right to vote. the right was foreshadowed by the abolition of slavery. the voting rights act, including the voting rights act of 1965 was landmark legislation, and remains unmatched.
despite this, we have seen multiple efforts to suppress votes in recent years. this book will examine, as well as explore an often confusing, often conflicting, sometimes contradictory body of voting rights law. part one of the book will focus on substantive rights. part

two will focus on the procedural rights. finally, part three will focus on the most common obstacles to voting - namely, jim crow laws. where the devil is my voting place? we must be closer, eric! good news, the solutions are at hand. originally published by senator fred
cook and a member of senator ralph northam’s staff, the gva vote smart services guide provides step-by-step instructions for a local election office. the first step in any voter registration procedure is to locate your local voting place. these offices are critical to your

registration. be sure to contact your local office for relevant information. locations can be accessed online. full reference is here. use the link to locate your local voting places for local, state, and federal elections, or search by postal code for your county or city. with a
little bit of info, you can find your local voting place. 5ec8ef588b
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